Video RALLY Master Excellent Title
vRMex
TheVideo Rally Master Excellent Title celebrates achievement and consistency against the
perfect Rally score of 210 points in standard level video classes.
Thisaccolade is designed to recognise the highest achievements in video Rally competitions.
It is open to all video competitions that adhere as far as possible to UK KC Rally regulations
and that are in line with RallyOnline Group (ROL) video competitions. Evidence of
achievements with organisations other than ROL will be required on submission of the title
claim.
To earn the vRMex title, a dog /handler team must earn 4200 (or more) points in video
Rally competitions in standard level classes - a minimum of 1200 points must have been
obtained at level 6 or 6plus.
Points are qualifying scores or above in standard level classes. ROL levels 1 through to
L6plus.
Sufficient points can be accrued by gaining an average score of 200 over 21 rounds. (3 x 200
x 7 levels = 4200).
At each level two or more excellent qualifying scores must be declared.

Point collection start date is 1 January 2018. Results from prior to this date will not count,
due to the sport of video Rally being in its infancy.
******There is an opportunity to claim “grandfather rights” for existing ROL teams until 1
March 2019. If teams who started ROL at a higher level than 1 wish to return to a lower level
of competition with the goal of achieving video the Rally Master Excellent title, they will be
permitted to enter up to two extra level classes at each ROL competition until they have
earned their (lower level) titles to take them back to the point they were declaring they
competed at (as at 1.1.19)*******

For the title claim
The award is for a dog & handler team, who must be registered with RallyOnline Group at
the time of the claim.
Class placings are irrelevant. Special video classes (examples include but not limited to veteran dog, reward classes, breed specific classes) do not count.

Classes including any non-standard UK KC Rally signs do not count.
Only points earned at video competitions are eligible for submission, thus scores earned at
“live” shows are not relevant for this award.
NQ scores are not eligible for submission.

“Grandfather rights”
These “grandfather rights” mean that a few teams who either started competing in 2018 with
ROL at higher levels or those who progressed up levels in ROL competitions prior to 2018
will be permitted to enter up to two extra level classes at each ROL competition until they
have earned their (lower level) titles to take them back to the point at which they preiously
self-certified (as at 1.1.19).
Given that 2018 results count, as an example, some teams may to earn their L4 title before
their L1 title, then “jump” up to level 5!! If you have a individual or specific query…please
send Sally details of your situation &question..
We are anticipating that these “grandfather rights” will only be relevant for a few teams –
bearing in mind that “grandfather rights” are to enable teams to earn points in levels they
have not completed with ROL rather than an opportunity to improve scores already achieved
in 2018.
Teams utilising “grandfather rights” in lowers levels will not be eligible for place rosettes –
IF they would have earned places, then “special” rosettes will be awarded instead.

Each Award
3 Tier rosette &A4 certificate …issued & posted on submission and validation of claim
form.Cost : £12.50 (UK), £15.00 (overseas).
There will be a claim form on the ROL website early next year. It is the handler’s
responsibility to complete all the details& ensure claims are valid. ROL results will be
checked against previous competition results. Evidence of other organisations’ video
competition results will be required at the time of submission.
ROL website will host a video Rally Hall of Fame where vRMex titles will be listed.

Note
At present we are not intending to introduce an award based around 6 Qualifying scores per
level, but will issue a commemorative certificate to teams achieving 6 x Q scores in all 7

levels. We remain happy to listen to feedback & suggestions from competing teams and
revisit this situation as time goes on.
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